Chapter 7
Land use and resources

Northamptonshire has three main types of landscape. The most widespread is the
champagne area, where arable agriculture was dominant. The forest regions of Rockingham, Salcey and Whitdewood had more than 70 percent of their area covered by
woodland and in a few cases, like King's Cliffe, the vills were almost surrounded by
woods. Arable was important to the vills, but did not have the same constraints as the
champagne area. The third region is the Soke of Peterborough, which had access to an
extensive marsh in Borough Great Fen as well as a tract of high heath ground.
The resources of each parish vary regionally according to where they lie; whether
located near the meadows of a river or in a forest. Wollaston, lying on the slopes of the
Nene Valley, had 566 acres of grass, most of it being riverine meadow (20 percent of its
total area 1) and no woodland. Benefield had no river meadow but more than half of its
6,000 acres was unploughed, much of it being wood. In Rockingham Forest, woods and
deer parks covered three-quarters of the area of Brigstock, the remainder being open
field.
Probably in the early days of Saxon setdement, when farms and vills became
established, most places had areas of arable, wood and waste, which allowed them to
have a self-contained, mixed farming economy with .adequate resources of fodder and
fueL As population increased more land was taken in for arable with clearance of wood
and rough grazing areas. By the high Middle Ages there were shortages of resources
within many champagne townships and various arrangements were used to overcome
the difficulties.

Arable
For parishes in the central Nene Valley and most of those west and north-west of
Northampton all the land was cleared and ploughed leaving as permanent grass
relatively small areas alongside brooks and rivers. The physical evidence of ridge-andfurrow being so widespread does not prove that the whole area was ploughed in the
same year; - there could have been a long rotation period with some land set to grass for
several years. However the champagne parishes with a high proportion of arable show
from their documents that all the potentially arable area was ploughed either on a two
or three-year crop rotation before the end of the thirteenth century; there was no long
period of fallow or grassing down. Examples are Braybrooke 1198, Thomby2 and
Muscott3 c.1230, Hemington and Clopton c.1250, Brockhall c.12704, Brixworth
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Hall Wollaston, 1977, p. 143.
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NRO Spencer 1009.
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c. 12705, Naseby c. 1290; later well documented cases being Barnwell c. 1350 and
Wollaston 13706 . It seems that the areas marked as arable on all the figures drawn in this
volume were in regular use by the thirteenth century.
In the Nene Valley continuous arable usage was not much changed until enclosure.
There was some introduction of grass after 1400, mainly in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, amounting to about 10 percent of the arable area in the riverine
townships, and in the west of the county it was as high 'as 40 percent. The formation of
this grass has been explained already (Chapter 2).
Land use in recent centuries can be studied from the data provided by field books.
The extent of the vill closes, the arable, leys and meadow, are all described and can be
readily mapped. Examples have been published for Hardirtgstone (1660 7), Ashby St
Ledgers (1715, Figure 2) and Brockhall (1606 8). Field books of the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries confirm how extensive ploughing had been, but there had been
significant changes since the Middle Ages, with contraction of arable at the township
peripheries as well as encroachment by village closes on arable immediately adjacent to
settlements. The extent of cow pastures and leys can be seen on the plans. The three
examples are typical of open-field townships in the champagne part of the county.
The 'all arable' townships produced large quantities of grain, .beans and peas, but
most other resources were extremely scarce. Rough grazing could, to a certain extent,
be satisfied by the fallow, but it was with apparent concern about lack of adequate
pasture that a 1526 survey of Crick noted 'in respect ofcommons they have none except
what they pay rent for' (the fallow of the yardland arable or hired pieces of demesne
'
meadow9).

Meadow and pasture
Although the arable lands of the open fields were the most dominant part of the system,
meadow and pasture were important too. Meadow laid near rivers and major streams
and was liable to annual flooding. Pasture was, in the early days, unploughable grassy
ground by the side of springs and small upland valleys. It also included woodland
pasture, unploughed grounds next to and among the medieval forests. Later, after the
fourteenth century, pasture included leys and larger pieces of converted arable, the cow
pastures.
Meadow was divided into strips and allotted in exacdy the same way as the lands
were. Individual divisions are not visible on the ground because they were unploughed
and no ridges or furrows developed to leave a physical .record. Sections of meadows
were often marked by holes (Wollaston) or stones (Litde Bowden) to -help identification
at hay time. Animals were kept out of meadows intended for hay, and after the crop was
gathered the meadows became open and commonable.
At Wollaston, in 1788, officers of the manor called meadowmen marked out meadows
into strips a few days before hay time. Previously, at Whitsun, they had put boughs into
holes that marked divisions called hides (the holes would have been difficult to find later
when the grass had grown tall). The same method was described in 1647; a dispute
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between two meadowmen, showed how important it was to get the meadows marked
out accurately, and how expensive it was do do it. The bailiff wrote to the lord:
John Baringham was apoynted by my father but is so far shorte of ... George Curtis who is so
redie in the medo and so perfect in lay of the sorth [swarth] with my help so no one can say
there is any mistake. John Baringham could not lay them he gave George Curtis Ss. a day to
help me lO

A court order of 1633 ensured that no one was to pull up a meadow knot (a 'bough' or
branch used as marker) unless a hole was made where it had been 11. Holes were used as
markers elsewhere; the glebe arable lands at Cranford St. Andrews, in 1628, were
identified by ~every land ... being marked on ye hades ends ... With a round hole digged
in ye ground neare a foot deepe 12. In 1261, at Wollaston the meadows were in the
charge of the hayward who had to attend when they were cut l3 .
Some meadows had their strips let out each year by lottery and were often called 'lot
meadows'. At Hardingstone in c.1660 the meadows had recently been laid out in a
different manner to that used previouslyl4:
here be your lots as they were lately changed for the laying of it together, next you shall see your
lots how your ancestors held it before

The former divisions that had been assigned by lottery were then listed. Each of the five
meadows was divided into 8 parts called hides, and each hide divided into 8 parts. Much
more commonly the meadows were assigned in a fixed regular sequence, as recorded at
Ashby St Ledgers in 1715 and Finedon 1739.
At Warkworth there were three townships that shared a meadow called Ash
Meadow, for which there were complex mowing arrangements l5 . The meadow was
marked out into 15 portions on the Saturday after midsummer day by 2 meadowmen
from Warkw9rth, 2 from Overthorpe and 1 each from Grimsbury and Nethercote.
Each portion, which corresponded to pieces ~ots). cut from an arrow, had 8 mowers
allotted to it. The meadow men had entertainment provided by the lord, 3 gallons of ale
being given to them after they had measured the portions. The meadows were then
marked out by treading a path between the divisions, after which beef and 3 more
gallons of ale were provided. On Monday the portions were mow~d, after the lots were
drawn. In the evening a feast was provided with cheese, cheese-cakes and new milk
cheese with more ale.
Where a township had insufficient meadow, arrangements were sometimes made
with places that had ample meadow and hay resources. The example ofBozeat having
detached meadow at Grendon is described below.
Dodford had little meadow in its township, but had meadow in Brockhall, where
there was more available alongside a major tributary of the Nene. The meadow of the
lord ofDodford is referred to in fifteenth-century terriers ofBrockhall 16• This meadow
may have been simply a purchase or a very old arrangement made possible because
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both townships belonged to the same estate; in 1086 the Count of Mortain held them
and Brockhall church was claimed to be a chapelry of Dodford in c. 1230.
Weedon Bec, next to Dodford, was similarly short of adequate meadow, and an
arrangement was made with the lord ofStowe to rent some of his meadow that ran in a
long tongue on the north east of Weedon parish. The rent is listed as income in the 1327
sUIvey of Stowe (inquisition) described in Chapter 1, and as a payment in Weedon
account roll of 1304-517. At the time of the enclosure of Weedon (1774) this meadow
was transferred from Dodford and became part of Weedon parish.
Hemington, lying on a high clayland plateau, well away from the river, had insufficient pasture. A 1290 survey shows that the demesne pasture (10 acres) was all in
Hemington, and that another 14 acres of meadow was dispersed in various other
townships, including Barnwell, Warmington, Southwick and Yarwell (Gazetteer).
Enlargement of arable land often caused encroachment on common pasture. At
Cold Ashby in c. 1230 Eustace de Watford had created an arable furlong next to the
road leading to Welford; this land should have been part of a common pasture called
Syftetemor. The · abbot of Pipewell, the principal owner of Cold Ashby, made an
agreement with Eustace de Watford. He was allowed to keep the furlong beyond the
moor, so making permanent the reduction of common grazing land l8 .
Borough Fen, l~g at the north-eastern tip of the county, was a large tract of
marshland, once extending to about 9,000 acres. Although often wet and marshy in
winter it provided good summer grazing, as well as supplying turves for fuel, willows for
basket making and rushes for thatching. The fen was commonable to all the parishes
and townships within the N assaburg Hundred 19 as well as Peterborough abbey manors
farther away. Turves were carried to Pilsgate early in the fifteenth century20, and 32
Kettering cows were tended 'in the marsh' in 131021 .
The Nassaburgh Hundred, otherwise the Soke of Peterborough, is one of the
county's distinctive regions, and it is convenient to consider its economy as a whole. The
adjacent parishes of Easton on the Hill and Collyweston were similar, and link it with
Rockingham Forest. Like the Rockingham Forest villages, the Soke differs from the
western and central parts of the county. Its geology is principally limestone, which
contained sand on high ground where the rock has become decalcified. Most of the high
land was left as a dry sandy heath and used for common grazing. There were also
meadows with common grazing rights by the rivers Nene and Welland, and south of
Maxey island was Westing meadow. As well as these plentiful resources, which were
assigned to each adjacent township, there were unlimited grazing-, fishing-, and
fowling-rights in Borough Great Fen for all the parishes of the Soke, as already
mentioned.
These resources made the Soke townships very different from the pasture-starved
places in the west. The differing land types were used t() their best advantage in all cases.
The heath ground was left as permanent pasture and not used for arable. The rich
limestone-based 10ams of the river slopes were used entirely for arable; there were no
leys or unploughed ground within the block of arable, and very few balks (see Helpston
17 Eton College Records 27- 146; the catalogue dates this document to 1359 (32-3 Edw III) but reference to
the earl of Lancaster shows it to date from 33 Edw 1.
18 NRO FH 145 £.135 from BL Cott. Calig. A xiii.
19 Bridges ii p.489.
20 BL Cott. Faust. B iii f.156.
21 NRO F(M) 233.
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in the Gazetteer). Only sheep grazed the fallow, and this was primarily to supply it with
manure, not because the animals were desperate for somewhere to graze. Kine were not
allowed in arable fields but grazed only in the meadows and Borough Fen.
All this provided a viable economy involving transhumance which probably accounts
for the late enclosure of most of the area. Upon any enclosure there would have been
limitation of farms to fixed parts of the township and loss of valuable common grazing
rights. The ownership of the area also had an influence on the agriculture. Most of the
Soke belonged to Peterborough Abbey until 153941 since when the land has operated
as three estates, those of the Dean and Chapter of the Reformation Cathedral, and as
the private estates of the families of Cecil and Fitzwilliam.
The estates could control land within a township and throughout the area in ways not
available to small yardland freeholds and tenancies elsewhere. Yardlands themselves
disappeared at an early date and in the case of some of the Fitzwilliam property, farms
were made up of lands from more than one township. The confusion became so great
that the townships of Helpston, Etton, Woodcroft, Glinton, Peakirk and Northborough .
were. all enclosed at the same time (the Award was made in 1819). Even the parish
boundary between Etton and Helpston was changed, being.redesigned as straight lines
with right-angle bends, ignoring the ancient open-field boundaries that coincided with
the original parishes.
The setdement pattern is rather dispersed, with several townships and hamlets
belonging to one parish. Notably large are Peterborough with Newark, Eastfield,
Dogsthorpe and Llngthorpe; Castor with Milton, Ailsworth, Sutton and Upton; and
Barnack with Pilsgate, Walcote and Southorpe. This reflects the earlier multiplicity of
Saxon sites and is comparable with the Towcester region. In both cases the explanation
seems to be the presence of a large land-owner, removing any impetus for small lords to
create their own territory in the form of a small township. The geographically widespread resources of grazing would also resist the creation of nucleated independant
townships.

Wood '
The three extensively wooded areas of Northamptonshire represent the three medieval
royal forests of Rockingham, Salcey and Whitdewood. In 1086 there were remnants of
another extensive area of woodland, the Bruneswald that laid along the eastern border of
the county from Bozeat to Warmington, and spread into the counties of Bedford and
Huntingdon. Its name still survives at Newton Bromswold. A further smaller area of
woodland occurred on the high clay ground between Northampton and Kettering,
considered to be part of Rockingham Forest in the thirteenth century. It survives as as
woods ofMawsley, Badsaddle, Wythemale, Hardwick and Sywell, and once spread into
Mears Ashby and Walgrave.
Nearly all the townships lying near medieval woods have tongues ofland reaching to
them so as to obtain a share of the resources. The west of the county had no extensive
woodland, but a few places retained small areas of wood within their townships. Stowe,
Farthingstone and Weedon Bec shared a contiguous block of wood (the Weedon part
was pulled up in the nineteenth century). Dodford and Grimscote (in Cold Higham) also
had portions of this wood. Places such as Badby, Everdon, Helmdon, Maidford and
Preston Capes each had single pieces of their own wood. Analysis of furlong names
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reveals the former presence of several other small areas, such as shetshawe in East
Haddon.
The documentation of the Royal forests is extensive and that for Rockingham after
1500 has been fully described by Pettit22 . It is not intended to give any detailed account
here except in so far as the woods relate to the open fields and their economy. There are
three types; townships that had their own woodland within the fields, those that shared
wood, those that had their own wQod but detached from the township and lying
elsewhere. The extent oflate Saxon woodland, now no longer surviving, can be worked
out from the furlong names and tenurial details recorded in field books.

Townships containing woodland
In forest areas the woodland, as well as being a resource of timber, had a major effect on
the arable economy, which made the villages rather different from the champagne
regions. Parts of the royal forests were used exclusively by the crown or its officers, but
large areas were used by the forest villages for commoning 'great .beasts'.
The lord of Apethorpe and his tenants, in 1551, could pasture cattle in Rockingham
Forest without number, provided they were marked with a brand. Sheep were not
allowed to pasture in the woodland but could be kept overnight in wet weather. Swine
had to be ringed. The arable was reckoned to be good for corn, and commoning was
restricted to supply sufficient manure, unstinted commoning being bad for the land.
Nassington woodland rights were similar. Details ofpasturing rights and related matters
for King's Cliffe in 1592 are given in the Gazetteer.
The availability of extra grazing resources made the forest villages more prosperous
than champagne districts. Fuel was free, and the farmers could have large numbers of
cattle, horses and pigs. Arable was not overstocked, and animals were allowed on it only
for manuring to best advantage.
The woods at Pipewell were not maintained as permanent forest, but were cut down
from the time of the founding of the monastery in 1143 until the fourteenth century, and
the land converted to arable. In 1143 timber from the wood was used for monastic
buildings at the East Grange and the West Grange, along with a brewhouse, a hospice, a
kitchen each for the convent and the abbot, and an infirmary each for the monks and the
convent, 23.
Lords of the manor bought wood from Pipewell in the early fourteenth century,
among them Walter de Langton, bishop of Chester, lord treasurer of England, who had
timber for his residence at Thotpe Waterville. John de Hotot, with the assent of the
abbot, 'beautified' and rebuilt his manor-house at Brampton (Ash,24). Henry de Stokes,
cleric, built and repaired his house at Stoke and built his church at Ravensthorpe 25 •
Thomas Latimer of Braybrooke enlarged his great chamber at Braybrooke and abbot
Stephen Brown of Pipewell built new parsonages at Desborough and Harlestone.
Brother Thomas Carpenter of Pipewell made a hall and chamber for one of the
Pipewell granges, and used more wood for barns, sheepfolds, a windmill and a
watermill26 •
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Sir Thomas Tresham cut down woods at Rushton in c. 1598, recording sales to
people from a variety of places, especially, as would be expected, those with no
woodland of their own. Henry Boune of Addington, took timber from a half-acre of
Ladywood, Henry Wo[o]d ofWoodford took 20 poles. Dyckons of Aldwincle had 10
poles, and 20 poles were taken by. Hopkyns of Denford. There were other sales to
persons from unspecified places. Another account lists wood bought by the Raunds
manorial lords Robert Cadyn and Robert Gage in 1593 27 •
These examples show the supply side of wood management (perhaps it was really
depredation) in Rockingham Forest, resources going to the corn-growing parishes. At
Raunds a manorial court order was made to en~ure that every tenant had sufficient
wood stored for the winter; Ladywood was perhaps one of the places where it was
purchased.
Parishes adjacent and lying among the three medieval forests were concerned with
woodland management and appointed officers. At Whitdewood, Silverstone manorial
court had a regular woodward officer who presented offences 1426-3628 •
Woodland administration details are described by Pettit29 , the local court dealing
with offences and orders being called the swanimote. A court held at King's Cliffe in 1505
presented that William Fermor ofWoodnewton cut green trees within the forest, and
Robert Lowther, rector ofBlatherwyke cut down an elm large enough to fill 6 carts. The
parker of Cliffe, the foresters of Morehay Lawn, Westhay, and the woodwards of
Elreswood, Estowod, Collyweston Wood, Laxton wode, and Fyneshade reported that 'all
was well'3o. Court orders at the King's Cliffe swanimote of c. 1592 are given in the
Gazetteer. .
Easton Maudit has woods called Horn Wood and the Hicket, that were once part of
Salcey Forest. The old name for the Hicket was the Thicket, first mentioned in 1314 as
Thykkehat31 • Horn Wood covers 60 acres and once had a wall around it. In the centre
are the remains of a lodge house, which when excavated in 1965 (pers. comm. Graham
Clayson) revealed a rectangular structure associated with thirteenth-century pottery.
The woods belonged to the Easton Maudit and Strixton estate of Winemar in 108632
and was 3 by 2 furlongs, which is exacdy 60 acres. Custody of Hornwood and the
adjacent assarts was granted to the Abbey ofStJames, Northampton, in 1255 33 . Hence
the wood was sometimes referred to as the Abbot's Wood in the sixteenth century and
later 34 .
Much of the high ground of Easton was .or had been woodland as late as the
thirteenth century according to grants mentioning assarts near to Horn Wood 35 . The
presence of iron-smelting sites, radio-carbon dated to the thirteenth century, farther
south confirms the presence of woodland 36 and the furlong names ofBrerheg, Eldehay,
27
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16 (1983) 91-5; for a distribution of ironworking sites see D. Hall 'The countryside of the South-east
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Hertewell, Stockwelle, Stub and Wold further attest to an extensive area of cleared
woodland. The 1255 grant also refers to woodland belonging to William de Wolaston,
lord of one of the Wollaston manors. It seems that other lords and manors had rights, or
had made purchases, in Easton, which was the main source of wood for the area.
The abbot ofStJames cut down part of Horn 'wood in 1527 and the lord of Easton,
John Veer, earl of Oxford, noted that the abbot's predecessors used to give timber from
1 acre of wood for the right of access over Easton ground. At an earlier felling in 1515
the abbots's surveyor, Robert Belchier, had paid £6 13s. 4d. to the earl's steward, Sir
Edward Montagu, for the ancient right37 . The management of this part ofSalcey Forest
is similar to other woodlands, with a regular cycle of felling part of the timber (a section
was called a sale) arranged by local gentry acting on behalf of distant landlords. By 1544
the'wood was property the Duchy of Lancaster, presumably via appropriation from St
James' Abbey. The Duchy tenant at Higham Ferrers, Thomas Rudd, was later in
possession, and in 1572 he felled the wood. ' Christopher Yelverton, lord of Easton,
recalling his manorial rights, noted that Thomas Rudd paid 1 acre of the wood for
passing over the ground of Easton.
The Duchy of Lancaster made a survey of Home Wood in 1623 sendingJohn Gage,
ofRaunds, deputy steward, ThomasJennyson and Thomas Rolte 'to repair to Home
Wood in Bozeat and Easton, parcell of your manor of High am Ferrers in the tenure of
Thomas Rudd'38. They found:
diverse and sondrye small runted spyer trees ... very prediudicial unto growth of underwood
... fytt ... for [no] other use than to make hovell parts and rafte~ for hovells.

They thought that 200 of them could be spared for staddels and they were only worth
10s. In woods of the neighbourhood all 'mnted spyers' were cut down to let the
underwood grow. In 1633 the wood was in the tenure ofChristopher Yelverton who
paid a rent of 43s. yearly39. When-he received licence to empark Easton, Horn Wood
was disafforested with the rest of manor40 •
There were common rights in many areas of woodland, as well as the obvious use
(usually by the lords) for timber. A dispute, in 1522, between the inhabitants ofLowick
and landowners of Aldwincle about the commons and woods that laid between them
illustrates some of the uses 41 • The following items, taken from depositions made by the
older inhabitants, show that at different times the woods were used for pasturing horses,
cattle, and sheep, as at ~pethorpe and King's Cliffe.
One of the areas claimed by Lowick was Bought Wood lying between Breche corner
and Titchmarsh Wood. Master Chambers of Aldwincle put his own bays and sheep
there and kept out Lowick animals. The villagers went to the earl of Wiltshire at
Drayton (the lord) who told them to impound animals found in Bought Wood. Twenty
loads of wood were delivered to Drayton out of the part of Bought Wood butting on
Langhill and Collys Wood.
Lowick also had the common and ground called Bentley, recently enclosed, Thomas
Watts of Aldwincle used to sell great oaks out of Langhill Wood to Thomas Montagu,
37
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and because of the huge size of some of the trees a sawpit was made, which should not
have been done because the ground belonged to Lowick.]ohn ] eys kept a herd of
Lowick sheep in Harehawe, and Thomas]olyvet, 67, ever since childhood had put his
father's plough beast in Harehawe common and was never denied entry. Aldwincle
cattle were kept out of Harehawe. Other herdsman kept herds in Harehawe and said
that Bought Wood was common to Lowick. When 'parson Peryn'42 was 'newly entered'
into Lowick church he was entitled to the tenth oak. He was unable to provide a cart and
team for great trees which were left so long that they made hollows and became full of
holes, and were eventually taken by the parson of Aldwincle. Richard Colbeest and
George]olyvet said that Bentleys was cleared for the cattle of Lowick and that a fence
and hedge was made to keep out Aldwincle animals.
Apart from townships lying next to the three medieval woodlands, there were many
other places that had their own wood within the township, such as Badby, Cransley,
Daventry, Everdon, Helmdon and L~ttle Preston.

Shared woodland
The problem of timber shortage in some medieval townships was resolved by sharing a
piece of woodland with another vill. Naseby was completely arable by c. 1290, and had
timber provided from Rothwell wood. Both Rothwell and Naseby were part of the
Clare estate, and there was a wood on the high clayland north of Rothwell until the
seventeenth century. A survey of c. 1521 states43 ; 'there is a goodly wood called
Rothwell Wood wherynn be many fine oaks and other buyldyng tymber worth to be
sold by estimate an hundred pounds ... some woodde muste of necessitie be saved for
mayntayning of the lordeships of Naseby and Rothwell and other lordeships in thoses
partes where [there] is noe wood to be had for mony'.
Places like Naseby, devoid of resources within their towns~ips, could be supplied
from other townships, if they belonged to a large estate.
Bozeat, Grendon and Easton Maudit had shared woodland at Bozeat. Part of it is
referred to in c. 1220 when]ohn Mauduit, lord of Easton, gave the wood called Stanway
in the fields of Bozeat to St]ames Abbey, Northampton~ and the gift was cO$rmed in
1255 44 . The precise location of Bozeat woods is given in 1737 when there were closes
called Bozeat Stocking, 60 acres, and other old enclosure ofmeadow, pasture, wood and
underwood totalling 118 acres, called Abbots Stonyway, Barrs Wood, Miletree Wood,
Loose Knoll, Bozeat Stockings and Bozeat Stockings Meadow45 . This last block was 'in
the parishes of Bozeat Easton Maudit and Grendon and lay at Homwood' and is
marked on the enclosure map of 1799 46 . The use of the terms 'in the parishes or fields of
Easton and Bozeat can be traced back to 1391 and in all three parishes to 1435, and
1575 47 , and frequently thereafter48 .
The names show that all this enclosure was woodland in earlier times. That more
than half of it was shared between the three parishes demonstrates an ancient sharing of
resources. Grendon would need wood for a timber and fuel supply, yet there was none
42
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within its own territories; likewise Bozeat had no river meadow of its own, but it had 30
acres in Grendon meadows, lying by the river Nene.

Detached woodland
Dodford possessed woodland in Farthingstone parish. A detailed description of the
Dodford demesne, made in 1541 49 , located a wood called Casde Diggs 10 acres, Lodge
Hill next to two closes called Ley Close, 6 acres, and Hyllings Close, 25 acres, that
extended to Stowe Wood. Tithe was paid by Dodford manor to the vicar of Farthingstone in 14735 presumably for this woodland. Dodford was the centre of a Saxon
estate that included part of Farthingstone, held by Leofric, Ordgar and Thorbern in
1066, and had passed to the Count ofMortain by 1086, undertenanted by William de
Keynes. The Farthingstone wood may have been acquired in Saxon times or perhaps
the same estate always had interests in Farthingstone. Th~ Keynes' lordship in Farthingstone is emphasized by the casde earthworks set isolated in the woods, almost
certainly built in the twelfth century.
There are many similar examples where townships had a piece of detached woodland, especially if they were near one of the three medieval forests. Cogenhoe, Great
Houghton51 , Earls Barton and Rothersthorpe, all had pieces of Salcey Forest. At
Rothersthorpe a wood is mentioned in 1086, and in 1295 it is specified as being in
Salcey Forest, which is further located in 1567 as Thorpe Wood lying in two coppices in
the parish ofRoade5~. The wood is now pulled up but still remembered, being marked
on Ordnance maps as Thorpewood Farm.

°,

Townships without any woodland
Crick and Clay Coton, both completely arable townships, were exceptionally short of
fuel and building timber. A survey of both, made in 1526, reported that 'there are no
woods and the houses are in great decay for want of timber'. It was the lord's
responsibility to provide timber for the .windows and doors of the houses, the tenants
having to carry it53 . It was impossible for these vills to be self-sufficient, and wood had to
be bought in, there being no detached or shared wood available.
The only source of timber, apart from purchase, was in the hedges of the paddocks
that went with each house. Although the crofts were unable to provide all the wood
needed, good use was made of what was available. At Ravensthorpe a house with 3 tie
beams of adequate strength was built in 1377, using timber growing on the toft
belonging to the messuage 54 .

Saxon woodland

The Bruneswald
In the late Saxon period a wood called the Bruneswald straddled the high clay ground on
the south-eastern border of the county. Its name is preserved in the modern place49
50
51
52
53
54
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names of Newton Bromswold, Leighton Bromswold (Hunts), and formerly at Luddington Bromswold and Warrington Bromswold (Bucks), the last two having now lost the
'Bromswold' element. The extent of the wood can be reconstructed from the many wold
names that survive in townships where it once lay.
The eastern part ofBarnwell forms a long tongue on the high ground, called the Wold,
one of several such extensions formed by neighbouring parishes that probably shared a
block of the Bruneswold. In 1086 Bamwell had woodland 6 by 3.5 furlongs (195 acres),
almost certainly lying at the wold; it was cleared by the thirteenth century and completely ploughed with ridge and furrow. While the wood survived it would have served
the Ramsey abbey manors at Bamwell and Hemington, and probably places farther
away as well.
C10pton lies on high boulder clay ground that once supported part of the Bruneswold.
The furlongs show a normal checker-board pattern over most of the township 55, but to
the east of the vill there are three large triangular areas of furlongs with long strips.
These were once woodland according to such names as sinewold and Wznewic srubbes
recorded in 125556 • The Domesday Survey of Clopton mentions no wood, and a
demesne terrier of c. 1255 shows that the manorial lands spread throughout the regular
fields and the irregular old woodland area. The settlement history of Clopton appears to
be that, first, much of the countryside was cleared and dominated by a Roman villa
~ying to the west of the present village). The villa site was occupied until the Middle
Saxon period"(according to pottery evidence) and abandoned when the present vill and
its fields were planned and laid out. The new village laid hard against woodland which
protected it from cold east winds searing over the high plateau in winter. The wood was
cleared and added to the open-field arable before 1086.
Raunds furlong names show there had been open grassland or woodland in two parts
of the high clay ground, the Denford wold next to Denford and the wold towards Keyston.
The full extent ofthese two areas can be worked out using evidence from furlong names.
A number of them include the element mere even though they are not on the parish
boundary. It seems that the names refer to the boundary of the former woodland, and
supporting evidence comes from an analysis of the tenurial arrangements of a 1739 field
book. In the furlongs 'of the wold areas there are larger groupings of demesne lands than
near to the vill. This indicates that the two wolds were allotted at different times and had
a different history. Their extent, as indicated by the tenurial arrangement is indicated
on Figure 9. The date at which the woodland was grubbed up was probably during the
late Saxon period, since no wood is mentioned at Raunds in the Domesday Survey of
1086.
Chelveston and Caldecott have high ground next to Bedfordshire called the old, and
divided, in 1789, into three furlongs extending to over 300 acres. The wood would have
protected the vills from east and north-east winds, as at Clopton. It was probably cleared
before 1086, there being no wood accounted in the Domesday Survey for either
Chelveston or Higham Ferrers (of which Chelveston and Caldecott were a dependent
manor and a chapelry).

55 For a plan see D. Hall, 'The late Saxon countryside - villages and their fields' in D. Hooke 1988, p. 110.
56 King, Miscellany 1983, pp. 48-50.
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Other woods
Within the county there are detached regions of high clay ground that once supported
woodland, as in the Huxlow Hundred, and between the River Ise and the Naseby
branch of the Nene, both considered to be outliers of Rockingham Forest in the
thirteenth century.
In the Huxlow Hundred, the parishes ofCranford StJohn, Burton Latimer, Finedon,
Great Addington, Little Addington and Woodford share a block of boulder clay. All the
furlongs on this clay have wold names, yet many of them are recorded as arable in the
thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. Part of the land at Cranford StJohn is described in
a charter of 1154-69 (see Chapter 1), which gives furlong names showing that the
ground was then cultivated. It seems that the wood was cleared in the late Saxon period,
since none of the townships had woodland in 1086. The extent of the wood has been
illustrated; it fonned a valuable resource as shown by Woodford parish which has a long
tongue of land reaching to the wooded area.

